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Abstract 
 

With the increasing population and transportation of goods in Texas in recent 
years, high-speed rail service has gained interest.  The problem lies in examining how the 
new infrastructure can be accommodated. High-speed rail requires a dedicated 
infrastructure separated from other modes of transportation.   Acquiring rights-of-way for 
any transportation facility are often met with opposition and delays. This study presents 
the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) and other transportation planners with 
an overview of the opportunities that exist to accommodate high-speed passenger rail 
service or innovative freight systems into existing public rights-of-way. Existing public 
rights-of-way minimize environmental and community impact as well as accelerate the 
construction of the high-speed rail system. A geographic information system (GIS) 
design and analysis is proposed to examine the high-speed rail network limitations 
through existing public rights-of-way. Implementation of topographic and cadastral maps 
and TxDOT design standards will be applied. Transportation planners around the state 
can use this study to approach significant problems and challenges in planning a high-
speed rail system. The study is also important for examining the impact of high-speed rail 
to the general public and property owners along existing highway rights-of-way.  
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Introduction 
 

High-speed rail design and location has been of interest to the United States for 
many years. As the price of gasoline rises, consumers are looking for a more convenient 
and more affordable mode of transportation.  However, through the adversity and the 
hype of the cost of building a high-speed rail service, one must consider how the rail 
design and construction could be accommodated. 

Cadastrals can be easily examined using a geographic information system (GIS).  
Each cadastral contains pertinent information about specific land parcels’ features.  
ArcGIS Desktop 10, produced by ESRI, can utilize attributes and features of the cadastral 
to locate parcels on a map and quickly search and analyze their features. 

An area along Interstate 20 (IH-20) in Harrison County, TX is examined using 
ArcMap in ArcGIS Desktop10 to find the most appropriate locations to place a high-
speed rail track. The ideal high-speed rail design would use the existing right-of-way for 
IH-20, which runs through the center of the district, to accommodate the tracks. This not 
only accelerates the property acquisition process, but provides a cost effective design. 
Thus, a two mile buffer is placed along IH-20, to effectively analyze the cadastral 
information. 

The cadastral for the district provides critical information for determining track 
placement: the names of the parcels owners, tax exemption status and subdivision names. 
Other information is provided in the cadastral as well; however, for this study, only the 
categories mentioned earlier are analyzed. 

To best identify where the tracks should be placed, parcels are recognized where 
it is known the track would not be placed because of ownership or restrictions.  These 
areas are pinpointed as churches, schools, subdivisions, cemeteries, city buildings and tax 
exempt buildings. The select by attributes operation, of ArcGIS, is performed on each 
parcel ownership in the attribute table of the cadastral; this separates the parcels that 
high-speed rail cannot be constructed on, from the ones that can. Select by attributes is 
also performed on the tax exemption and subdivision name columns.  It is assumed that if 
a cell in the attribute table under the tax exemption or subdivision name column is blank, 
then the parcel is not tax exempt or that parcel is not part of a subdivision. Therefore, the 
cells in those columns containing a value and not a blank would be unsuitable for high-
speed rail. 

After discovering the locations where the high-speed rail tracks cannot be 
established, an examination of satisfactory high-speed rail locations may commence. 
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Literature Review 
 

This literature review provides an overview of high-speed rail topics relevant to 
the design of a high-speed rail system, in Texas, using cadastral maps. The digests 
included are the following: a review of high-speed rail and case studies, recent history of 
high-speed rail in Texas, review of dedicated rights-of-way and cadastrals, basic cost 
estimation of using high-speed rail, summary of railway design and review of GIS 
methods to design high-speed rail. 

 
Review of High-Speed Rail and Case Studies: 

In 2011, President Barack Obama addressed in the State of the Union the goal that 
within 25 years, 80% of Americans will have access to high-speed rail (Phillips 2011). 
With the increase in population and oil prices worldwide, the Federal government 
awarded $8 billion of competitive grants under the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act for high-speed rail projects. To respond to the United States of America’s energy, 
economic, mobility and environmental challenges, President Obama revealed a new 
“Vision for High Speed Rail in America” plan on April 16, 2009 (FLHSR 2011). This 
plan calls for a joint effort by the federal, state and local governments along with private 
sector stakeholders to invest in an intercity high-speed passenger rail network that would 
connect communities across America. Thus, the Federal Railroad Administration, who is 
responsible for implementing the vision, launched the High-Sped Intercity Passenger Rail 
(HSIPR) Program in June 2009.  The HSIPR Program aspires to create an efficient, high-
speed rail network that connects major city centers 100 to 600 miles apart. 

In early 2011, the state of Florida was in the position to build America’s high-
speed rail system faster than any other state. President Obama allotted $1.25 billion 
towards the implementation of Florida’s high-speed rail system (FLHSR 2011). Florida’s 
construction of a high-speed rail was expected to create 1,000 permanent jobs and 
generate 5,000 construction jobs over four years (Holan 2011).   

Internationally, Japan was the first country to implement high-speed intercity train 
service in 1964.  The train service, named the Shinkasen, was internationally nicknamed 
“bullet train” as Shikasen was difficult to pronounce (FLHSR 2011).  France is credited 
as the first nation to establish high-speed rail commercial service to Europe in 1981.  
Shortly thereafter, in 1985, Germany conducted its first high speed train trials. The 
InterCityExpress set a new world speed record of 253 mph in 1988. However, China has 
the largest investment in high-speed rail. Their investment is the second largest public 
works program in history behind the construction of the U.S. highway system. China 
plans to expand its rail system to 75,000 miles by 2020 (FLHSR 2011). 

 
Recent History of High-Speed Rail in Texas: 

Early efforts to create a high-speed rail network in the Texas Triangle failed 
mainly because of lack of support from the State Government in Texas, lack of support 
from conventional financial institutions based on the high degree of creativity, and 
opposition of groups who would have been adversely impacted. These groups included 
landowners, airlines, real estate developers, and oil-related interests. In recent years, the 
price of oil has continued to rise along with roadway traffic congestion and air pollution, 
creating a need for high-speed rail services. Texas’ population is expected to increase to 
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30 million in 2020 and to as much as 50 million by 2050 (Cooper 2008). Based on the 
success of high-speed rail systems in Europe and Asia and the announcement of high-
speed rail development in other countries, establishing a high-speed rail system in Texas 
has grown more attractive. 

The Texas Department of Transportation has already proposed high-speed rail for 
a Trans Texas Corridor, and the Texas High Speed Rail & Transportation Corporation 
has proposed the “Texas T-Bone”, a two-corridor high-speed rail system (Roco 2004).  In 
the Texas Triangle, an analysis was completed for building a high-speed-rail network 
connecting Houston with Dallas and San Antonio. The rail service would be located on 
separate tracks in parallel to the existing freight tracks of common rights-of-way.  The 
greatest benefits of the system are relief of highway traffic congestion, lessening highway 
maintenance costs and air pollution emissions (Cooper 2008).   
 
Review of Dedicated Rights-of-Way and Cadastrals: 

Information and data in many areas are needed to plan, design, build and maintain 
transportation projects. Defining property ownership and determining rights-of-ways are 
crucial in most transportation projects. A right-of-way, by definition, is a strip of land 
that is granted for transportation purposes through an easement or other mechanism 
(Black 1910).   Such transportation purposes include highways, trails, driveways and 
railroad lines.   

A railroad right-of-way is the strip of land on which the railway and its features 
are built. Railroad rights-of-way include the subgrade the track is built upon along with 
adjacent features and improvements required to maintain and support the railway track. 
The right-of-way traditionally includes ditches and drainage structures along the track 
and embankments on which the railroad is built (AREMA 2011). 

Both public agencies and private firms require land ownership and right-of-way 
data for their projects. Parcel tax information, land value and location specifics are 
crucial for Public Land Survey section corners. Government agencies rely on imaged 
documents such as deeds, subdivision plats, right-of-way plats, and historical maps and 
information to perform work proficiently and accurately (MDOT 2011). 

Although cadastral maps were originally used for taxation purposes, these maps 
are now essential for many transportation projects.  A cadastral map shows the ownership 
and boundaries of land parcels.  Digital cadastrals are georeferenced spatial databases 
with property dimensions and spatial data such as land parcel values. Together, cadastral 
maps and high-speed rail rights-of-way portray an accurate description of the legal 
situation between parcels of land and high-speed rail corridors. 

 
Basic Cost Estimation of Using High-Speed Rail: 

Public discussion is limited on the cost to the user of the high-speed rail system. A 
study was conducted by Bob O’Malley of www.newsvine.com to examine the cost-
benefit to the high-speed rail user based on time (in minutes) and cost (in dollars) on the 
proposed Orlando to Tampa rail line.  The city halls were used as the starting and 
endpoints of the system analysis.  Several factors were used to determine cost of car 
travel, including fuel and wear-and-tear costs, along with the cost to park the car.  The 
user costs for high-speed rail included the car cost, parking and the high-speed rail fare. 
The study resulted in a two-way high speed trip between Orlando and Tampa being 
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$12.00 cheaper and 20 minutes faster than a trip exclusively by car. Similar analysis 
could determine the cost to the high-speed rail user in other areas of interest.  
  
Summary of Railway Design: 

The subsequent text is from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineering and 
Design Railroads Mobilization and Construction Engineer Manual published in 1984.  
This manual describes the design of freight and passenger rail, not high-speed rail. 
However, some design standards may be applicable to understand and simulate a basic 
high-speed rail layout. 

The standard length of rail comes in 39 foot sections; however, rails are also 
available in 33 and 78 foot lengths. The curvature of the rail line shall not exceed the 
superelevation of 5.5 inches. The superelevation of the track can be calculated using the 
following formula from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: 
 

E = CDV2 
where : 
E = superelevation, inches 
C = constant with following values: 
C = 0 .0005 for 1-degree 30 minute curve 
C = 0 .0004 for 3 degrees and above 
D = actual degree of curve 
V = Maximum speed, miles per hour 

 
When superelevation is required, a spiral easement will be used with the length of the 
spiral derived from the following: 

 
L = 1 .17EV 
where : 
L = spiral length, feet (minimum length) 
E = superelevation, inches 
V = Maximum train speed, miles per hour 

 
Grades of the rail are usually kept below 2% with the maximum grade calculated 

using the tonnage handled in one train unit. The grade should also not exceed 3%. The 
vertical curve is calculated using the change between grades and the rate of change of 
grade. 

 
L = (Gl - G2)/R x 100 
where : 
L = minimum length of vertical curve, feet 
Gl and G2 = gradients in feet per 100 feet, with the proper 
algebraic sign for each 
R = rate of change of grade per 100 feet 
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Review of GIS Methods to Design High-Speed Rail:  
Using GIS software for railroad design can efficiently manage a system’s assets, 

minimize delays and disruptions, and maximize throughput and safety (ESRI 2011). GIS 
can also support railroad design and construction by identifying areas for environmental 
compliance, right-of-way acquisition and capacity modeling. Infrastructure plans and 
investments can be managed and tracked accordingly with land parcels that are owned or 
leased. Supply chain analysis is also supported in GIS thus, portraying the history of 
commodity flow and performing marketing analyses.  

GIS spatial analysis techniques and public-sector data can produce high-level 
analysis of rail infrastructure that is locally relevant, thus minimizing complexity and cost 
(McKeehan 2011). Studies have been administered using GIS to determine train capacity 
and delays, areas of track in need of repair and to create databases of train related items 
such as railroad crossings. Few studies have been conducted on using GIS to design a 
high-speed rail system. 
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Methods and Results 
 

Design for high-speed railways not only requires engineering expertise, but 
knowledge of the cadastral survey for the project area.  A cadastral is useful for 
determining the best route and location for a high-speed rail track to be constructed. 
Before the designing can begin, a cadastral can be analyzed for any restrictions that could 
affect the design and location for track placement.   

Instead of examining where a railway can be placed, ArcGIS 10 is used to 
examine where the tracks cannot be laid.  The parcel ownership and locations given on a 
cadastral map are key principles in portraying these crucial locations.  Parcels where the 
construction of high-speed rail is restricted were researched, taking into consideration the 
feasibility and if the location would be supported by community members. 
 By utilizing ArcGIS 10 spatial analysis tools, queries can be conducted on each of 
the parcel features affecting the placement of high-speed rail tracks.  The select by 
attribute tool uses a SQL query to locate features in a layer that match the input criteria. 
By knowing the ownership information in the cadastral database, different parcel factors 
can be selected in which the high-speed rail tracks cannot be placed.  These critical 
factors include: schools, churches, cemeteries, subdivisions, city owned and tax exempt 
properties.   
 
 
A series of steps and actions are taken to map the complete project. 
Methods 
Step Action Results 
1 Open ArcGIS ArcMap  - 
2 Add a Base Layer by Selecting Basemap Bing Maps Aerial 
2 Add Cadastral Layer Mashall_Parcels.shp 
3 Add Road Layer TxDOT_Roadways.shp 
4 Query or Select by Attributes Roadway IH_20.shp 
5 Export and Add the desired Road to GIS. 

Remove Road Layer 
IH_20.shp 

6 Buffer the IH_20 two miles IH_20Buffer.shp 
7 Intersect Road Buffer with the Cadastral.   IH_20BufferIntersect.shp 
8 Build Query 

1. Schools 
2. Church 
3. Cemetery 
4. Subdivison 
5. City 
6. Tax Exempt 

Schools.shp 
Church.shp 
Cemetery.shp 
Subdivision.shp 
City.shp 
TaxExempt.shp 

9 Output Map  
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Figure 1: Flow Chart of Methods 
 

To start a cadastral project, a basemap layer should be created for a reference 
location as shown in Figure 2.0.  ArcGIS 10 provides basemaps for a project by using the 
new “add basemap” command found under the file option.  The basemaps can range from 
aerial photographs to topographic maps from online sources. The basemap layers provide 
a framework on which dynamic operational information can be displayed (ESRI 2011). 

 

Layers - Base, 
Cadastral, Road

Buffer
Road

Intersect 
Property

Build 
Cadastral 

Model

Schools City

Churches Tax Exempt 

Cemeteries Subdivisions
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Figure 2: Available basemap layers 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Cadastrals of school districts 
 
 

The cadastrals for parcels in the school districts of Harrison County, TX were 
added to the base map as seen in Figure 3.  The cadastral data was obtained from the 
Harrison County Appraisal District shown in Figure 4. The TxDOT roadway layer was 
acquired from TNRIS. 
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Figure 4: Location of study (marked with red circle) 

 
A properly built cadastral must have the data needed for the project in the 

attribute table.  Thus, the columns of the table must contain items that can be queried or 
referenced for the project (Table 1).  TNRIS does not have a cadastral that contains the 
ownership and parcel value columns in the attribute table.  Therefore, the cadastral from 
TNRIS would not be appropriate or accurate for this project.  The cadastrals gathered for 
the Harrison County school districts contained only one district, Marshall school district 
(Figure 5), with all the necessary information needed for the project. The other districts 
were removed from the analysis. 
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FID 
Shape 
PARCEL_ID 
COMMENT 
OPERATOR 
EDITOR 
CALC_AREA 
CALC_UNITS 
ABSTRACT 
POLY_ID 
DATE_TIME 
vm_id 
vm_shortid 
vm_geoid 
vm_legal 
vm_lot 
vm_block 
vm_subd 
vm_abst 
vm_acres 
vm_ents 
vm_hscode 
vm_dvamt 
vm_exempt 
vm_intpct 
vm_situs 
vm_name 
vm_incare 
vm_line1 
vm_line2 
vm_line3 
vm_city 
vm_state 
vm_zip 
vm_mkt 
vm_assd 
vm_impmkt 
vm_lndmkt 
vm_prd 
vm_prdmkt 
vm_permkt 
vm_minmkt 

vm_ptdimp 
vm_ptdlnd 
vm_ptdprd 
vm_ptdper 
vm_ptdmin 
vm_id_1 
vm_short_1 
vm_geoid_1 
vm_legal_1 
vm_lot_1 
vm_block_1 
vm_subd_1 
vm_abst_1 
vm_acres_1 
vm_ents_1 
vm_hscod_1 
vm_dvamt_1 
vm_exemp_1 
vm_intpc_1 
vm_situs_1 
vm_name_1 
vm_incar_1 
vm_line1_1 
vm_line2_1 
vm_line3_1 
vm_city_1 
vm_state_1 
vm_zip_1 
vm_mkt_1 
vm_assd_1 
vm_impmk_1 
vm_lndmk_1 
vm_prd_1 
vm_prdmk_1 
vm_permk_1 
vm_minmk_1 
vm_ptdim_1 
vm_ptdln_1 
vm_ptdpr_1 
vm_ptdpe_1 
vm_ptdmi_1 
LATITUDE 

PRICE_CD 
GRANTEE 
SUBD_BLOCK 
SUBD_LOT 
SUBD_NAME 
FILE_NUM 
FILE_SUFX 
FILE_NAME 
GRP_CODE 
GROS_AREA 
GROS_UNITS 
QLTY_CODE 
SURV_TYPE 
STATE 
COUNTY 
MERIDIAN 
TWSP 
TWSP_DIR 
RANGE 
RANGE_DIR 
SECTION 
QUARTER 
LOT 
BLOCK 
TOWNSHIP 
LEAGUE 
LABOR 
AREA 
TAX_DIST 
LONGITUDE 
SEQ 
DIRECTION 
BEARING 
DISTANCE 
RMRKS 
FILE_KEY 
SURV_OBJ 
SPTL_OBJ 
TREX_OID 
TREX_DATE 
SESSION_ID 
CRT_CODE 

SRC_CODE 
SPTL_FLAG 
ENT_CODE 
OUT_LOT 
OUT_LOT_EX 
vm_id_12 
vm_short_2 
vm_geoid_2 
vm_legal_2 
vm_lot_12 
vm_block_2 
vm_subd_12 
vm_abst_12 
vm_acres_2 
vm_ents_12 
vm_hscod_2 
vm_dvamt_2 
vm_exemp_2 
vm_intpc_2 
vm_situs_2 
vm_name_12 
vm_incar_2 
vm_line1_2 
vm_line2_2 
vm_line3_2 
vm_city_12 
vm_state_2 
vm_zip_12 
vm_mkt_12 
vm_assd_12 
vm_impmk_2 
vm_lndmk_2 
vm_prd_12 
vm_prdmk_2 
vm_permk_2 
vm_minmk_2 
vm_ptdim_2 
vm_ptdln_2 
vm_ptdpr_2 
vm_ptdpe_2 
vm_ptdmi_2 

Table 1: Fields in Cadastral Layer 
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A query was performed on the roadways layer to locate and seclude Interstate 
Highway 20 (IH-20).  This was done by using the select by attributes of the roadways 
layer (Figure 6).  Subsequently, a layer was created from the selection for IH-20. The 
roadways layer was deleted, since it is not needed again for the analysis. 
 

   
Figure 5: Marshall Parcel and IH-20  Figure 6: Select by Attributes for IH-20 
 

In keeping with high-speed railways being placed along existing rights-of-ways 
for roads, the highway was buffered using a 2 mile radius (Figure 7).  This radius would 
allow for easy access to high-speed rail stations for passengers, and could cost less for the 
construction and establishment of a railway. 

 

 
Figure 7: Buffer of 2 mile radius around IH-20 
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The intersect tool is then used to obtain the database properties of the parcels that 
lie within the buffered area.  The IH_20 buffer layer and the Marshall_Parcels layer are 
used as the inputs of the intersect tool as seen in Figure 8 and portrayed graphically in 
Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 8: Intersect tool 

 

 
Figure 9: Intersect Tool using the buffered area and Marshall parcel 

 
Queries were again used to build the cadastral model. It is important to enter 

information into the query in the same format as in the attribute table.  For instance, in 
Figure 10 and 11, church is in capitalized letters because that is how the information 
appears in the attribute table.  The percent sign is a wild card factor that represents words 
that may come before or after church.  The “like” in the equation can be interpreted as 
meaning similar to. Users must be aware that the “like” function could select some errors 
in locations. For example, when querying hospitals in the buffered area, hospitality 
companies are also selected.  In the case of the Marshall school district, there are no 
hospitals in the buffered area. The queries were conducted on the vm_name column of 
the attribute table.  The vm_exempt column and vm_subd were also queried.  

 Vm_exempt identifies properties that are tax-exempt and would most likely not 
be available for building a high-speed railway on. These properties were marked with an 
‘X’ in the attribute table. Vm_subd is the heading name for the subdivisions in the 
attribute table. The selection of the subdivisions used a reverse thought process.  It is a 
much easier process to select the areas in the table that were blank, meaning no 
subdivision is located on the parcel. From the query, the switch selection button can be 
enabled to select all of the subdivisions in the column of the table (Figure 12). 
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Figure 10: Query of cadastral attributes 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Query selection of Church attributes shown in table and on map in the teal 
colored areas. 
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Figure 12: Subdivisions selection and switch selection button 

 
Using different query combinations, each property that cannot accommodate a 

high-speed rail was identified on the ArcGIS map.  These properties included schools, 
churches, cemeteries, city property, subdivisions and tax exempt property (Figure 13,14). 
The high-speed rail would therefore have to find an alternate route around this area. This 
could require buffering a larger distance around IH-20.  Areas that contain subdivisions 
could be bought for high-speed rail construction.  However, this would not be the ideal 
situation. 
 

 
Figure 13: Overview of locations tracks cannot be placed
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Figure 14: Map of features where track cannot be placed 
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Conclusion 
 
Use of cadastral information is the logical choice for the design and 

implementation of high-speed rail construction. The property information the cadastrals 
provide can be readily queried using GIS, thus accessing parcel data instantaneously. 

The buffered cadastral for the Marshall Independent School District portrays a 
heavily clustered area of parcels that cannot support high-speed rail service on the north 
side of Interstate Highway 20. These parcels are the location of subdivisions, cemeteries, 
city property, churches, schools, and tax exempt properties. 

ArcGIS 10 accurately portrays the parcel ownership features, and is shown to be a 
useful program for engineering design. The process of identifying non-rail supporting 
parcels is easily accomplished.   

The next step in the design process should be the implementation of a topography 
layer and locate restrictions from slope or water crossings. Because this study is on a 
small scale and implementing only one school district, the choices of features on parcels 
where high-speed rail tracks cannot be constructed are limited. If cadastral maps are in 
the proper format and can be easily accessed, the same parcel identification process can 
be used for counties and even state high-speed rail design.  
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